HOW TO BUILD
A BRAND &
FOLLOWING ON

Instagram’s stature as a social media marketing platform
has grown tremendously over the last few years. Today, it
flaunts well over 700 million users. Such is Instagram’s
impact and influence on society that many of its subscribers
view, review and purchase products and services through
the platform itself.
With such an enthusiastic base of Instagrammers,
marketing gurus are rubbing their hands in delight because
it gives them ample opportunities to brand their products
and services to the target audience.
However, the real challenge is to actually get it right. It is
well known that content-based marketing on social media
increases word-of-mouth mentions and is the best way to
generate buzz about a product or service. However, you
must be able to create something interesting and valuable
to grab the attention of potential customers. Successful
entrepreneurs that have used Instagram effectively function
more like entertainment companies, publishers or party
planners rather than traditional marketers.

Here’s how to build, increase and engage followers for your
Instagram page and build a strong brand:

1. Reach Out To Your Existing Network

A word-of-mouth reference works best for influencing new
users to join your group. Start sending out emails to your
previous customers and invite them to follow your posts on
Instagram. These are the people who have tried out your
products or services and represent the most authentic group of
followers. They are more likely to engage with your content
posting rather than some random visitors.

Another good starting point is to dive into your Facebook page
subscribers and encourage them to follow you on Instagram.
According to market research, 42% of people followed a brand
because they were offered an incentive. So a good
idea is to throw in special discounts or gift vouchers that will
incentivize people if they choose to join you immediately.

2. Engage, Engage, Engage!

The hallmark of high-quality content is that it should engage
the audience. You must write compelling taglines that include
a purpose and a specific call-to-action. Simply posting
pictures on your account won’t help. As the saying goes, it’s
only the cream that rises to the top.
Take, for example, the Adidas campaign #MYNEWSHOOT

As part of a campaign to promote the brand ‘Neo’, Adidas
asked its followers to create Adidas merchandise-inspired
Instagram posts with the hashtag #MyNeoShoot. The best
content creators were then invited to model in a professional
photo shoot, the results of which were announced on the
Adidas Instagram channel. They generated 71,000 mentions
of the #MyNeoShoot hashtag and gained 40,000 new
followers. The example shows that imaginative contest is a
great idea to engage your audience and harness the power of
social media influencers.

3. Finding the Right Hashtags
Instagram hashtags were and continue to remain one of the
most effective ways of achieving followers and increasing the
engagement. From following hashtags to adding them to your
Instagram stories, we show you how to increase your brand
following by using these simple techniques.
While Instagram’s algorithm has always favored the use of
relevant hashtags,
it has rolled out a feature to “follow hashtags” which makes it
even better. This allows Instagram to understand what the user
likes or doesn’t like.

Although coming up with a brand new list of hashtags every
time you post might seem like a daunting task, but Later’s
Saved Captions feature can make this process simple. With
this feature, you can create multiple hashtag lists based on
your frequently used hashtag categories. When it is time to
schedule your post, simply view the hashtag list and add the
relevant ones to your post.
A word of advice from the experts is that you must avoid using
gimmicky hashtags, such as #likeforlike, as well as hashtags
that have been overused.
Take Little Spoon, for example.
Little Spoon is a baby food delivery company whose target
market comprises expecting moms and parents with small
children.

The account uses some lovely hashtags to describe its
product and business like #littlespoon, #babyblends,
#freshbabyfood and #organicbabyfood as well
as its own branded campaign hashtags like #itsfreshbaby and
#nomoreoldbabyfood.
It also uses some interesting hashtags that describe ideal
customers, like
#babyfoodie, #girlmom, #boymom and #babyontheway, along
with community hashtags for parents like
#motherhoodunplugged, #letthembelittle and
#dailyparenting.

4. Make the Right Business Profile

If you want to get more Instagram followers this year, you
need to invest in a
Curated Instagram Aesthetic + Complete Profile.
It is important because it is the first opportunity to make a
great impression and entice viewers to hit that “follow” button.
By creating a consistent brand story through your Instagram
aesthetic and profile, you can turn those casual visitors into
devoted, engaged followers.

Add a little bit of body text

Here are some essential elements to keep in mind:
a) By default, keep your profile “public” which means anyone
can
view the posts and follow the brand
b) Recognizable and searchable @username (i.e. handle)
c) Easily searchable business name
d) On-brand profile photo
e) Delightful, actionable and informative bio
f) Trackable link in your bio
g) Enabled notifications
h) High-quality pictures
i) Consistent, regular posts

5. Capture Audience with Your Instagram Stories

This year, brands are focusing increasingly on Instagram
Stories, which will be the most important mantra for engaging
followers because of their high recall value. The stories that
you post will appear on the Instagram explore page, which
means that those viewers who are not your followers can
watch your stories too. However, if you add a location tag to
your stories, then they can appear in stories for different
locations and hashtags.

The Final Word

There is no final word on Instagram marketing yet, as people
continue to find out newer ways of leveraging the platform. So
keep clicking around and Happy Gramming!

